




EDPSY 576– Factor Analytic Procedures 

Spring, Monday 1:10-4:00pm, Ed Ad 216 

Instructor: Brian French, Ph.D. 

Office: Cleveland 362 

Office Hours: Tuesday 9-10am or by appointment 

Telephone: 335-8584 

Email address: frenchb@wsu.edu 

Web:  

Prerequisites: 

Previous coursework covering regression and knowledge of multivariate statistics. Basic data analysis experience is 

assumed. Courses: Ed PSYCH 565; suggested Ed PSYCH 569. 

Purpose:  

The course will provide a general introduction to exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis techniques and examine 

the use of factor analysis in the social sciences. The course focuses on (a) understanding the basic components of factor 

analysis, (b) practical applications, and (c) in-depth examination of methodological issues. Emphasis will be placed on 

the application of the methods. In the course, the student will (a) develop skills to conduct factor analytic research and 

(b) critically review the use of factor analysis in research.    

Learning Outcomes: 

Learning Outcomes of the course are to enable the student to: 

1. Learn key concepts underlying factor analysis, as demonstrated through homework assignments.

2. Understand research studies using factor analysis, as demonstrated through homework assignments.

3. Become familiar with using software for factor analysis, as demonstrated through homework assignments and the

course project . 

4. Conduct exploratory and confirmatory factor analyses, as demonstrated through homework assignments and the

course project . 

5. Present results, as well as interpret and discuss the findings, as demonstrated through homework assignments and

class presentation.. 

6. Be familiar with topics such as multigroup and longitudinal analyses, latent growth modeling, as demonstrated

through discussion in class and homework assignments. 

Texts and Readings  

There are two (2) required texts and primary readings as well as several recommended books. The student is encouraged 

to consult the additional texts for further discussions of issues. Readings may be added or deleted as necessary. Some 

texts may be available in the lab for projects. We will also read several journal articles both in application and in 

methodology development.  

Required 

1.Fabrigar, L. R.  & Wegner, D. T.  (2012). Exploratory factor analysis: Understanding statistics. New

York: Oxford. 

2.Brown, T.A.  (2015). Confirmatory Factor Analysis for Applied Research.  New York:  The Guilford Press.

Suggested 

3. Thompson, B. (2004). Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis: Understanding concepts and applications.

Washington, DC: American Psychological Association. 

4. Bollen, K. (1989). Structural equations with latent variables. NY: Wiley.

5. Comrey, A. L., & Lee, H. B. (1992). A first course in factor analysis. Hillsdale, N.J.: Erlbaum.

6. Gorsuch, R. L. (1983). Factor analysis (2nd ed.), Hillsdale, NJ: Erlbaum.

7. Byrne, B. M. (1998). Structural Equation Modeling with LISREL, PRELIS, and

SIMPLIS: Basic concepts, applications, and programming. Mahwah, NJ: Erlbaum. 
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Software: 

Computer lab work is a component of the course. This will give the student the opportunity to apply what is discussed 

in class. Students will be exposed to SAS and LISREL. Other software may be introduced as time allows or need arises. 

SAS is available in the university computer labs. A student version of LISREL can be downloaded for free to use on 

your personal computer (http://www.ssicentral.com). LISREL and SAS will be available in the lab.    

 

Grades: 

Grades will be based on (a) participation in class discussions (20%), (b) in-class presentations (20%), (c) homework 

assignments (20%), and (d) final project (40%). Attendance is expected. Please notify the instructor in advance if you 

are unable to attend class. You are responsible for the material covered during any class you miss. You are encouraged 

to work together and assist each other with the course material and assignments. However, all assignments should be 

your own work. Academic honesty is expected. Please note that grading in Table 1 is only in whole numbers. 

Standard rounding rules apply. 

 

Course Grading Standards: 

Table 1 

Grade Scale For The Course Displaying Percent Associated With Letter Grade  

 

Grade Percent 

A 100 - 93% 

A- 92 - 90% 

B+ 89 - 87% 

B 86 - 83% 

B- 82 - 80% 

C+ 79 - 77% 

C                       76 - 73% 

C- 72 - 70% 

D+ 69 - 67% 

D 66 - 60% 

F 59% or below 

           

Assignments:  

There will be no fewer than five homework assignments during the semester. These are in addition to the assignments 

note on the schedule now. The data and further information will be provided regarding these assignments throughout the 

semester. Data and sample code files will be available.   

 

Participation: 

 

As this is a doctoral seminar, students are expected to actively participate in class. This means you should ask questions, 

raise points discussed in the articles and chapters, and come to class prepared to assist with the learning of the material. 

Expect to spend time in class working to understand information from the readings as well as conducting analysis. I 

understand that learning the software and analysis can be frustrating but the long term reward is worth it!   

 

Presentations: 

Each student will give two presentations throughout the semester. One presentation will be of an empirical article the 

student selects to critically review for its use of factor analysis. These will start on 2/23. Please give a paper copy or a 

PDF copy of the article to me one week prior to your presentation. I will make these papers available for the class to 

read. An outline for what you should cover is posted on the course website. Your presentation should take no more than 

15 minutes.  

 

The second presentation will involve presenting your final project. More details will be given in class. This presentation 

will be similar to giving a conference talk. The length will be approximately 15 minutes with 5 minutes for questions.   

 

Final Project:  

This is an opportunity to demonstrate what you have learned throughout the semester. The project involves conducting a 

factor analytic study on data that are of interest to you. The dataset can be obtained from one of your professors, 

colleagues, or one that you have collected. A methodological study (i.e., simulation study) of an aspect of factor 

http://www.ssicentral.com/


analysis also is acceptable. If you have questions about a data source, please ask. I can also generate data for you but 

need sufficient time to do so (i.e., 3-4 weeks). Projects will be presented to the class at the end of the semester. This is 

one of your presentations. The written report is due on 4/27 

 

The project report must be typed and follow APA format (6
th

 edition). The APA style manual is available at the 

bookstore and in the reference section of the library. Font size should be no smaller than 10 or larger than 12 point. Page 

margins should be 1.0 inch. The paper should be written in a form suitable for publication or submission for a 

conference paper in your area with a limit of 3500 words, excluding references, tables, and figures. I will have examples 

posted on Angel. Computer programs and sample output from the analysis must be provided with the paper. 

More details will be given in class. Please proof read your work carefully. Incorrect grammar, misspelled words, and 

not following APA format are unacceptable. Projects given to me after the due date will not be eligible for credit 

toward your final grade. 

 

Mobile Phones/Beepers/PDAs/Computers 

Any student carrying a mobile phone/beeper or other PDA should turn it off or set it to vibrate during class.  In the 

event that a student must remain “on-call” during class, they should plan to sit where they can easily leave the room 

without disturbing others. Also, please refrain from sending text messages or participating in other social media outlets 

(e.g., Facebook) while in class. If you cannot refrain from such activities you will be asked to leave the classroom.  

 

Academic Integrity 

Academic integrity is the cornerstone of the university. Any student who attempts to gain an unfair advantage over other 

students by cheating, will fail the assignment and be reported to the Office Student Standards and Accountability. 

Cheating is defined in the Standards for Student Conduct WAC 504-26-010 (3). Attention to this policy is particularly 

important in a course like EDPSY/EDRES 565, in which collaboration with other students is encouraged. If, for 

example, you work closely with other students during the planning, execution, or interpretation of your data analyses – a 

process that I support – you should make sure that the other students’ contributions are recognized explicitly in your 

written account.  Academic dishonesty is not tolerated and will result in action (i.e., failing the assignment and/or 

course depending on the nature of the offense) in accord with the policy. Please contact me if you have questions 

with this issue. 

Disability Accommodations 

Students with Disabilities: Reasonable accommodations are available for students with a documented disability. If you 

have a disability and need accommodations to fully participate in this class, please either visit or call the Access Center 

(Washington Building 217; 509-335-3417) to schedule an appointment with an Access Advisor. All accommodations 

MUST be approved through the Access Center. For more information contact a Disability Specialist on your home 

campus: 

Pullman or WSU Online: 509-335-3417  http://accesscenter.wsu.edu, Access.Center@wsu.edu 

 

Emergency Notification System  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Washington State University is committed to enhancing the safety of the students, faculty, staff, and visitors. It is highly 

recommended that you review the Campus Safety Plan (http://safetyplan.wsu.edu/) and visit the Office of Emergency 

Management web site (http://oem.wsu.edu/) for a comprehensive listing of university policies, procedures, statistics, 

and information related to campus safety, emergency management, and the health and welfare of the campus 

community. 

http://accesscenter.wsu.edu/
mailto:Access.Center@wsu.edu
http://safetyplan.wsu.edu/
http://oem.wsu.edu/


576 Schedule (subject to change in necessary): Readings may be added or changed as needed.  

Changes may occur due to Official University Holidays 

 

 
Week TOPIC ASSIGNMENT DUE/READINGS 

1 
Course Overview 

 Discuss HW1 for next week and format throughout the 

semester 

2 Factor analysis in Research, Comrey & Lee, p.1-14; Floyd & Widaman, 1995; 

3 Assumptions and data  Kieffer, 1999; Fabrigar & Wegner, Ch 1 & 2 

4 Factor models 

 

Gorsuch, Ch 2, 8*; MacCallum et al., 1999;  Fabrigar & 

Wegner, Ch 3 & 4;  

5 Sample size, Power, Extraction 

methods and # of factors 

Velicer & Jackson, 1990; Widaman, 1993; Zwick & 

Velicer, 1986;  Wegner, Ch 3 & 4; 

6 
Rotation methods and factor scores Fabrigar & Wegner Ch 5, 6; Gorsuch Ch 9* & 18*; 

7 Critical evaluation of factor analytic 

use/reporting results  

Comrey, 1978; Comrey, 1988; Fabrigar et al., 1999; Reise 

et al., 2000; Benson & Nasser, 1988  

8 
Intro to CFA and model, 

specification, Sample size 

Byrne, 1998 Ch 1; Brown, Ch 1, 4,10; Crowley & Fan, 

1997; Long, 1983, pgs 11-34, Hancock & French, 2013 

DUE: OUTLINE for PROJECT including references— 

9 

Non-normal data, Model estimation  

Brown Ch 9;   Finney & DiStenfano, 2013; Long,1983, pgs 

34-61;* Schumacker & Beyerlein, 2000*   

DUE: 250 word abstract for project 

10 

Model evaluation and modification 

Brown Ch 5; Browne & Cudeck, 1993; Hu & Bentler, 

1999; Hu & Bentler, 1995; Kaplan, 1990; MacCallum et 

al., 1992   

11 Higher order models, bi-factor, 

ESEM, 
Brown, Ch 8; Marsh, 1987; Kranzler & Keith, 1999 

12 Item parcel use, Multilevel FA Reise et al., 2005; Reise, 2012; Marsh et al., 2013 

13 Method and measurement bias 

Multiple group analyses; latent mean 

structures analysis 

Brown Ch 6, 7; Byrne, Ch 6;   Byrne et al., 1989; Maller & 

French, 2004;  Cole et al., 1993; 

14 Growth Models Hancock et al, 2013 

15 
Cautions & issues 

Bentler & Chou, 1987; Graham et al.,2003 DUE: Final 

Project Written Report 

16 Project Presentations-as final Project Presentations-as final  


